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OUT(n)=(IN(n) XOR (IN(n-DT) AND

CLK(n-D,))) AND CLK(n), where n is a bit
vener with 3R-regenerating capability," &ctron.
to the output from port #3 &riving at pon ii2'syn- Fig. 3 #2. As the delay is decreased towards 0, the'eye will close, as the input to pon #2 is misaligned with IN while the resulting distorted XOR switching window is sampled by the edge of the clock pulses. However, when the synchronization is perfect (delay = 0), the eye corresponding to OUT@) opens up. This situation is shown with the gray set of bits in Fig. 3 (a) . Decreasing the delay further, the eye will close again due to misalignment, and opens when the delay is -IOOps, corresponding again to IN AND CLK (black set of bits). The measured eye diagrams in Fig. 3(b) correspond to delays of (clockwise): 100, 70, 60, 25, and 0 ps, and successfully demonstrate the transition from the white to the gray scenario in Fig. 3 (a) . This proves that the feedback loop is active, since no change of eye diagram would have been observed otherwise. The transition of eye diagrams in Fig. 3(b) , and the fact that a similar transition occurs as the current to SOA #2 is varied, are clear indications that the XOR function, and thus the feedback function, is working, and that the output does indeed represent the accumulating bit parity function. This is also verified by extensive modeling using a detailed timedomain model of a MZI introduced in [SI.
Summary
We have proposed and demonstrated an all-optical signal processing circuit with feedback, consisting of a sinale all-active MZI. and usinl! the cffcctr [6] ~l l o~~~c r , successful opernuun at 20Gb I in counter propagation. also in a I200,m lone SOA. has been dcmonstratcd 171.
To ;isuali;e the output pulse-patiem on a sum- A novel photonic random access memory uses all-optical serial-to-parallel and electrical parallelto-optical serial conversion, together with an optical clock-pulse generator and a silicon-based memory, and is demonstrated for 40-Gbitis 16-bit burst optical packets
Introducnon
In future large-capacity optical packet-switched networks, many kinds of processing functions for high-speed asynchronous burst optical packets, such as label recognition, label swapping, buffer- 
